OSU Symphonic Band – Fall 2020
Dr. Douglas Henderson, conductor

Flute
*Marissa Jonagan
Riley Jones
Krista McElvey (picc)
Olivia Nolasco
Emilee Ewing

Oboe
*Rebecca Cohen
Anna Manes

Bassoon
*Kenna McCormick
Jacob Boren

Clarinet
*Kassidy Ruff
Ethan Crowley
Katlyn Baker
Dylan Parks
Katie Bains
Claire Castagna

Bass Clarinet
Caitlyn Thrush

Alto Saxophone
Nick Chavez
Shae Fickett

Tenor Saxophone
Sheridan Mackey

Bari Saxophone
Bishop McGee

Horn
*Kendall Holt
Jonatan Alfaro
Ben Cooper
Kaitlyn Kennedy
Connor Neugent
Josh Bonillas

Trumpet
*Jason Villarreal
Craig Mullarkey
Ryan Lancaster
Joel Smart
Tyler Patrick
Cade Lipps

Trombone
*Ethan Warren
Calvin Householder
Brenden Hollingsworth
Paul Park
Tanner Gardner
Jimmy Dorsaint
Dylan Halliday (bass)

Euphonium
*Damian Mancilla
Connor Huffstetter
Anna Dresback
Caleb Cooper

Tuba
*Justin Torres
Nathan Talley
Aaron Alimena
Daylan Pope

Percussion
Christian Hines
Ben Kinsey
Keely Carney
Horace Surratt

String Bass
Mady Hendryx

* denotes principal player
# denotes graduate student